Abstract The ASSISTments project is an ecosystem of a few hundred teachers, a platform, and researchers working together. Development professionals help train teachers and get teachers to participate in studies. The platform and these teachers help researchers (sometimes explicitly and sometimes implicitly) simply by using content the teacher selects. The platform, hosted by Worcester Polytechnic Institute, allows teachers to write individual ASSISTments (composed of questions with answers and associated hints, solutions, web-based videos, etc.) or to use pre-built ASSISTments, bundle them together in a problem set, and assign these to students. The system gives immediate feedback to students while they are working and provides student-level data to teachers on any assignment. The word "ASSISTments" blends tutoring "assistance" with "assessment" reporting to teachers and students. While originally focused on mathematics, the platform now has content from many other subjects (e.g., science, English, Statistics, etc.). Due to the large library of mathematics content, however, it is mostly used by math teachers. Over 50,000 students used ASSISTments last school year (2013-4) and this number has been doubling each year for the last 8 years. The platform allows any user, mostly researchers, to create randomized controlled trials in the content, which has helped us use the tool in over 18 published and an equal number of unpublished studies. The data collected by the system has also been used in a few dozen peer-reviewed data mining publications. This paper will not seek to review these publications, but instead we will share why ASSISTments has been successful and what lessons were learned along the way. The first lesson learned was to build a platform for learning sciences, not a product that focused on a math topic. That is, ASSISTments is a tool, not a curriculum. A second lesson learned is expressed by the mantra "Put the teacher in charge, not the computer." This second lesson is about building a flexible system that allows teachers to use the tool in concert with the classroom routine. Once teachers are using the tool they are more likely to want to participate in research studies. These lessons were born from the design decisions about Int
Introduction
The mission statement for ASSISTments is "To improve education through scientific research while not compromising student learning time." Students and teachers use ASSISTments as a learning tool, rarely thinking of the research we are doing. Research is done by mining the data collected and by conducting randomized controlled trials (RCTs) which are embedded almost invisibly in the system's content. The studies fit into the normal routine in the classroom and so neither form of research compromises the students' learning time. The teachers, students, and researchers are part of what we call the ASSISTments Ecosystem. All of these players are part of making this mission a reality.
The ASSISTments platform assists while it assesses. Students find out immediately if they had the wrong answer to a problem allowing them to try again right away. Teachers get assessment results in real time. They can use this information to plan their next lesson, bring attention to common misconceptions, and group students for remediation and acceleration. Last year 50,000 students made accounts. On average, 4,000 students use ASSISTments each weekday, about half of them using it for nightly homework, while the rest are using it in school. The authoring tool, designed so that teachers and researchers can write content, has been key to this success ). The tool also supports researchers in creating randomized controlled experiments. About a dozen universities now are using ASSISTments to run studies of some sort. The tool has been used to do randomized controlled trials reported in over 18 peerreviewed publications (Broderick et al. 2012; Heffernan et al. 2012a, b; Kehrer et al. 2013; Kelly et al. 2013a; Kelly et al. 2013b; Kim et al. 2009; Mendicino et al. 2009; Ostrow and Heffernan 2014a, b; Pardos et al. 2011; Razzaq et al. 2005 Razzaq et al. , 2009 Razzaq et al. 2007; Razzaq et al. 2008; Razzaq and Heffernan 2006; 2009; Sao Pedro et al. 2009; Shrestha et al. 2009; Singh et al. 2011; Walonoski and Heffernan 2006) . Those studies were generally about comparing different ways of giving feedback to students, and measuring learning on a posttest.
In addition to the above randomized controlled trials, ASSISTments has been used extensively as part of data mining research. Specifically, its data has been used in over 50 other peer-reviewed publications in the areas of predicting state test scores (e.g., Feng et al. 2009 ), using Bayesian networks (e.g., Pardos and Heffernan 2012) , or using the platform to create detectors of students' emotional state (affect detectors; e.g., San Pedro et al. 2013 ). We do not review all of these studies here. Instead, this paper summarizes the history of ASSISTments, and what lessons learned are worth sharing. Van Lehn's (VanLehn et al. 2005 ) Lesson Learned paper points out that all systems involve thousands of little design decisions; not all of them can be shared. The two lessons most worth sharing with others in the field, that are not in any of our prior publications, are 1) to "build a platform" that can easily deploy a wide range of content and experiments and 2) to make the platform flexible so teachers will embrace it as their own (putting the teacher in charge). By articulating how design decisions were made and how these decisions were influenced by research questions, others can learn from this experience.
ASSISTments and the Existing AIED Literature
The Artificial Intelligence in Education (AIED) community has applied AI in many different ways to try to improve education. For example, Lester et al. (2013) work focused on storytelling, natural language, and a concern for motivation and affect. Natural language processing (NLP) is clearly an AI area and many systems now try to do this (e.g., Person et al. 2001; Wang et al. 2011) . Another use of AI is in trying to infer and respond to student emotion (e.g., Baker et al. 2010; du Boulay et al. 2010; D'Mello et al. 2010; Woolf et al. 2010) . Still others have used speech recognition technology to try to better teach students (Chen et al. 2011; Johnson 2010) . To create intelligent tutoring systems (ITS), some researchers have used AIED frameworks like the decision theoretic system (VanLehn et al. 2003) or reinforcement learning (Chi et al. 2011) . While all of these are interesting applications of AI to education, this article comes out of the model-tracing work of building intelligent tutoring systems (Anderson et al. 1995; VanLehn et al. 2005) . The model-tracing paradigm is one of two key paradigms that have been commonly used in creating intelligent tutoring systems. The model-tracing paradigm (Anderson et al. 1995 ) and the constraint-based paradigm (Mitrovic and Ohlsson 1999) have had major impacts in the community. Both have come out of perspectives of modeling knowledge and, in that sense, they have come out of an AI perspective. Anderson's ACT-R framework postulated that key aspects of human cognition can be modeled with production rules. Ohlsson presents an alternative theory of learning of constraints (Ohlsson 1992) . Both of these theories have generated many systems that have posted impressive results (Koedinger et al. 1997; Suraweera and Mitrovic 2004 ). Under the model-tracing paradigm, as articulated in Anderson et al.'s (1995) Cognitive Tutors: Lessons Learned paper, the steps in creating a tutor are 1) "selecting a problem-solving interface," 2) "constructing a curriculum under the guidance of domain expert," 3) "designing a cognitive model for solving the problems," and 4) finally "building instruction around the cognitive model" in the form of hints and feedback messages for incorrect steps.
While model-tracing tutors have had impressive research results (e.g., Koedinger et al. 1997; VanLehn et al. 2005) , ASSISTments has evolved, in some respects, to be the antithesis of an AIED system. There is not a strong "student model" as recommended by Woolf (2009) , nor does the system do any deep reasoning that some might expect of an "intelligent" tutoring system. Sure, we have a tagging infrastructure that allows us, or teachers, to tag a question with a skill, but that skill information does not directly drive problem selection. In fact ASSISTments does not know how to solve the problem (contrary to Anderson et al.' s suggestion that you "build a cognitive model for solving the problems"). This will be discussed more in the model-tracing in the history section.
When ASSISTments was first created, it was positioned as an intelligent tutoring system, with behavior close to functionally equivalent to that of a model-tracing tutor (Koedinger et al. 1997) . But now, looking back on a decade of work, things look different. This will be covered in the next section on the history of ASSISTments where it will be shown how ASSISTments has changed and grown over time.
History of ASSISTments
ASSISTments was born from needs uncovered while we (the authors) were teaching 8th grade math. Teachers need to understand what students know and don't know -to understand their prerequisite knowledge. Tracking students' mastery of skills has traditionally been done on paper, but doing so is a burdensome task for teachers that takes time away from teaching or preparing to teach. Teachers face this sort of problem daily -how to glean information on what students understand and to track the skills they have mastered. How can we help these teachers and students?
Starting with Ms. Lindquist
We teamed up to learn about how human tutors worked. Tutoring sessions were videotaped to learn how human tutors interacted with students. From these videos was born an AIED system, Ms. Lindquist, that mimicked some of the behaviors of human tutors (Heffernan and Koedinger 2000) . It became clear one behavior occurred frequently: the human tutor asked a series of questions to help the students build understanding. Some have called these series of questions "micro plans" (McArthur et al. 1990 ). The key thing was that the human tutor knew what to ask and when. We have adopted the term scaffolding question to describe what the tutor asks as a way to support the solving of the original problem. The scaffolding question might simply break the problem into sub-problems, or it might use some sort of analog (like the "concrete articulation" strategy used by humans reported in Heffernan 2001, p. 39) . It is an important part of this story that Ms. Lindquist was one of the first ITS to use the internet to perform experiments on learning (Heffernan 2003; Heffernan and Croteau 2004) . Others had put intelligent tutoring system on the web already (e.g., Brusilovsky et al. 1996) but no one, to our knowledge, used such a system to create published randomized controlled trials. All of this inspired us to take this idea of a platform for scientific research to scale for other topics.
ASSISTments as a Tool for Building Tutors
Ms. Lindquist was made using the model-tracing tools developed at Carnegie Mellon, the Tutor Development Kit (TDK; Anderson and Pelletier 1991) . The TDK allows an author to write rules (in a language similar to Anderson's ACT-R rules; Anderson 1993) that would model trace student actions (i.e., the model could generate problem solving steps in the way a student solved problems). Anderson et al.'s (1995) Lessons Learned Principle Number 8 was to make concrete or "reify the problem solving structure" so an author would use tools to allow students to show their intermediate steps in problem solving and get support while doing so. The TDK also supported knowledge tracing (tracking skills the student knew). The TDK had been used very successfully in creating the Algebra Cognitive Tutor (™) program (Koedinger et al. 1997) . While the Cognitive Tutor program began as a research project that eventually became a commercial success (as a product of Carnegie Learning, Inc), it was very costly to build. The cost estimates for intelligent tutoring systems vary between 100 and 1,000 h of work for every hour of content a student will see (Anderson 1993, p. 254; Murray 1999) . Not only was the amount of time high, the skill level required for authors was very high, and it was recommended that the programmers in the cognitive psychology and AI communities work together to create rule based programs. Koedinger and his colleagues hosted multiple summer workshops where researchers were invited from across the world to learn TDK. While we don't know the exact numbers, most summer school participants found the process very difficult. Most left and did not go on to build model-tracing tutors, though some other labs have adopted the work (i.e., Blessing et al. 2006; Lebeau et al. 2009 ). Certainly no other lab replicated the success of CMU in building a research supported and commercially viable model-tracing tutor using TDK. We think the reason for this is that the process was too costly in terms of skill levels and time.
Around 2000, we joined others in an effort to dramatically reduce the cost of creating such tutors. This work produced two projects: Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools (CTAT, Aleven et al. 2009a, b) , and one that would become ASSISTments authoring tool ). (The ASSISTments system version did not allow as much functionality as the CTAT tutor did, such as supporting multiple pathways.) The main idea of CTAT was that by writing examples of problem solutions, the author could model a system that was behaviorally equivalent to a model-tracing tutor. CTAT was first conceived as a tool to make it easier to write rule-based tutors by first asking authors to provide examples of the problem-solving behavior that the tutor should help students learn. CTAT then supported the next step of writing rule based programs. The system would show authors which examples their rules were able to model (i.e., the examples served as test cases). This line of work eventually doubled the efficiency of rule writing processes (Aleven 2010; Aleven et al. 2006) .
Eventually CTAT was used to mimic many of the key behaviors of model-tracing tutors without authors actually writing rules. These examples in CTAT provide what is an example-tracing tutor as opposed to a model-tracing tutor (aka, a rule-based tutor). Koedinger et al. (2004) reported on the time required to create several projects using example tracing tutors and reported an eight-fold increase in efficiency compared to the time it takes to create model-tracing tutors.
The next section will explain some of the modifications made to this tool to mass produce hundreds of example tracing tutors. The following four sections will cover some of the history of the platform and approaches to teacher training. The dates are not consecutive, as the four different elements do, in fact, overlap.
ASSISTments as a test preparation program (2003) (2004) (2005) In 2003, along with Ken Koedinger, we used the yearly push, in American middle school and high schools, to prepare students for high-stake state tests as a starting point for building a new tutor. We realized that there was a problem with giving students more assessments as a way to predict who needed test prep in schools. Students needed to stop everything in order to take a practice test; teachers had to take time out of their planning periods to grade and analyze it; students got feedback on their performance only after the teacher had had time to do so. A computerized tool that gave ASSISTance as it collected assessMENT data would allow for the benefits of the assessment without wasting student or teacher time. This idea is a win-win because teachers and students would get the feedback they need to succeed (and would get it immediately) and researchers would get test subjects since many teachers were interested in practicing for the tests. Massachusetts, releases all of the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) test items each year, providing us, and ASSISTments, with a large bank of problems to use.
In 2003, the ASSISTments project began. We wanted to build an online system where students would practice the released MCAS items, with tutoring on how to work out problems offered to students who got the problem wrong. This helped teachers predict which students would pass the MCAS and hopefully help those who might not pass, before the next exam took place.
Initially CTAT was used to create the tutor, but within the first year we abandoned CTAT and began to write code to build ASSISTments. In doing so, we totally abandoned the rule writing step as well as eliminating other CTAT steps such as the interface specification step. One thing that CTAT did not support was the easy construction of scaffolding questions. We felt this was an important component of a tutor and therefore built ASSISTments so it provides a structure for scaffolding questions each with its own answer and hints.
We also went back to our roots of working with teachers. We nurture our relationships with the math department heads at the three middle schools in Worcester, MA. These relationships allowed us to get expert advice on the tutoring and provided subjects to pilot the program. We would show the teachers a released item and then videotape them as they discussed the solution. In particular teachers were asked what questions they would ask a student who was having trouble solving the problem. The "Two Triangles" item in Fig. 1 Undergraduates at WPI wrote hints and bug messages (responses to common wrong answers) for each of the questions. Since the teachers had been involved with the creation of the problems, they were excited to pilot them with their students. They saw the benefit of giving immediate feedback and support to many individual students all at the same time. This was the beginning of ASSISTments being a collaborative or ecosystem. These teachers were invested in the project. They created hundreds of ASSISTments (a single question is called an ASSISTment as it involves not just the question but also the answer and the associated assistance). Each ASSISTment was hand-written, and we eventually made hundreds of them. Because the authoring tool provided structure to the creation of the tutoring, the scaffolding questions and their hints were quite simple to create. Figure 2 shows this authoring environment that allows the teacher to create an ASSISTment (represented as an HTML page with the ability to upload images, links or embedded videos). The stubs for the scaffolding questions can be seen to the right of the image, two of which show up in Fig. 1 .
Within a year, we took over the job of writing the scaffolding questions with the support of undergraduate students at WPI (over 100 have worked on the project creating content). Eventually we would grow out of just authoring MCAS questions, but that was how we started. We also bundled these ASSISTments into problem sets. A problem set is a grouping of ASSISTments a teacher can assign. The ASSISTments can be delivered in random or linear order. We will describe later how users can also manipulate problem sets to create randomized controlled trials for research. The teachers had limited time available, and we used our time with them to develop the teacher reporting and assigning interface. Because of the importance of the state tests the teachers took their own students to the school's computer lab to get immediate feedback on their students' performance and so they could provide support with problem solving.
They also received useful information on what needed to be re-taught. These piloting experiences were essential in designing the user interface.
Early on, we built a report for teachers that predicted students' state test scores from their performance, using the ASSISTments systems, on released test items. PhD students Feng and Pardos designed and carried out many experiments around predicting these scores (Feng and Heffernan 2010; Pardos and Heffernan 2012) . We think these reports were not, in fact, all that useful to teachers as they already knew which students were doing well overall, though the existence of the report may have been useful for "selling" the project to school leaders.
From this basic beginning, the format of ASSISTments continued to improve and develop. Along with growth of the system itself came growth in the number of teachers using the system. We learned that aiming ITS authoring tools at teachers, not instructional designers or other kinds of curriculum developers, can be very successful if the tools are easy enough to use. In the next section, we will describe how we recruited and trained the teachers who use ASSISTments with their students. Fig. 2 A view of the builder that allows the author to write questions with images, as well as answer with feedback messages. Note that it shows that of the 4,928 students who attempt this problem (and did not first ask for a hint), 852 students said 5 as their first response showing a common wrong answer Scaling up Outreach (2004 In the first 3 years we only worked with local schools. During that time, one of us was almost always present when the tutor was used with the students. The use of a computer lab was the only reasonable way for middle schools to access computers with students. Access to computers for homework and tablets in the classroom was very uncommon. Therefore, the teaching strategy for using ASSISTments was to go to the lab approximately once every 2 weeks to practice MCAS problems related to what they were studying. The students received tutoring while the teachers received reports. The teachers saw ASSISTments as a computer tool to aid in their work. We built experimental manipulations into some of the problem sets, so we could run studies (Razzaq et al. 2005) . For instance, we compared two different ways to support the students if they did not get the question correct. Students and teachers never felt they were interrupted with a study.
We received a grant to train our graduate students in communication skills by going in to schools (NSF, 2008) . This grant charged us with training our graduate students to learn communication skills by going into schools. Part of the grant was to recruit and train teachers to use ASSISTments and then pair up these expert teachers with the computer science graduate program. This grant also included mentoring the graduate students' relationship with the teachers and began a new tradition of training teachers in using ASSISTments as a tool for formative assessment. As mentioned, the MCAS had a big influence on the initial content we built, and this content was used because teachers cared passionately about preparing their students for the MCAS. By 2008, teachers were being asked repeatedly to use data to inform their instruction by administrators and policy makers. ASSISTments could be the tool they were looking for to help with the bookkeeping involved in getting and using data.
In order to recruit more teachers for this program, we invited teachers and administrators to observe teachers and students using ASSISTments. We called these in-school events ASSISTments in Action, where teachers and administrators could observe other teachers in the classroom using ASSISTments and imagine how they would do the same. We also had Friday workshops once a month where teachers would pay a fee to be trained on how to use this free tool. Tutorials were put up on the web to demonstrate how to use ASSISTments. We recruited teachers who were graduates of our trainings to teach classes offered through local education collaboratives on how to use ASSISTments for data driven instruction. We visited over 30 school districts and trained their teachers on site. We recognized that the more teachers used the system, the more opportunity for research we would have. The teachers and schools on the other hand obtained a useful tool to help them and their students.
Mastery Learning, Skill Builders and the Automatic Reassessment and Re-learning System (2007 System ( -2010 Now, let us turn back to the history of the building of ASSISTments. In 2007, we had hundreds of ASSISTments covering all released MCAS items, but we did not have enough questions to automatically assign practice for each skill that a student might be struggling with.
We were interested in mastery learning and without a bank of questions, students would not get enough practice to master a skill. Mastery learning is a method to make sure that students master a topic or skill before going on to the next topic, by assigning problems on a given topic until a mastery criterion is reached. This idea is also used in grading students: they do not get points off if they get something wrong early on but later show they know it.
Mastery learning has been a part of the ITS field for a long time (e.g. Bloom 1984 ). ASSISTments has never tried to do a study comparing mastery learning with a non mastery learning approach. Later VanLehn (2011) argued that Bloom's claim probably over estimated that effect size; but VanLehn's meta-analysis did report that mastery learning was quite effective. Others have also shown mastery learning to be effective in computer tutors (e.g., Corbett 2001) .
We needed an infrastructure for building more content so ASSISTments could be used daily instead of every few weeks. We built a way to generate more content, harking back to the TDK rule-based system, but using a simpler approach than AI Rules. The author of the question would create a template with variables instead of real numbers. We would then randomize the numbers in the questions and hints, as well as randomized simple cover story elements (e.g., {Name1} had {x} marbles, {Name2} had {y} cookies) to create a large number of similar problems. Other systems like the aforementioned TDK and CTAT did/do have similar features. We could then make ASSISTments more adaptive since we had so much more content. The adaptive feature we built was called Skill Builders. The idea was to keep giving the student questions until some proficiency threshold was reached (by default it was "three correct in a row" but could be manipulated by the teacher).
Over the next 3 years we taught groups of undergraduates in building this content. They would pick a topic, create the skill builder problem sets using the template system and then as part of their junior year research project they would run some form of randomized controlled trial. For example, the Pythagorean theorem skill builder problem set has a different templates for each of the common problem types like 1) find the hypotenuse given two sides 2) find a side given the hypotenuse and a leg and 3) find a side given you are told it's a right isosceles triangle and also told the hypotenuse. The skill builder works even if we have not tagged the questions with knowledge components, however we tried to tag them to match other reports work correctly. In the third example above it was the case that we did not bother to tag it with the "isosceles" knowledge component, even though it clearly is related. We acknowledge that there are some inaccuracies in our modeling, but we did not want to prevent teachers from getting access to good content just because Dr Heffernan has not solved the hard credit/ blame problem (i.e. if a student gets the third template wrong it might be because they don't understand "isosceles" triangles).
Also, when creating a problem set we would have to decide what percentage of problems to create from each template. Some problem types are more common than others. I want to point out that the stopping criterion for a skill builder was not based on the skill-tags of the items within but instead is just based on getting three right in a row (some student might get "lucky" and receive three of the same template, which is one of the reason, we will talk about shortly, we created ARRS).
We hired a middle school math teacher to work over the summer and create skill builder problem sets. His expertise in using the system and pedagogical knowledge helps us run studies. Figure 3 shows a teacher reports showing that the first student was able to quickly master the skill. Student 3 also mastered the skill, but the report shows that this student struggled far more to reach mastery.
Once we had skill practice problem sets, the next logical step was to add spaced practice. Along with Joe Beck, we created the Automatic Reassessment and Relearning System (ARRS) to do just that (Li et al. 2013) . Students are reassessed on a schedule of 7, 14, 28 and 60 days after initial mastery. By spacing out this practice we are looking to see if we can increase student learning. If they failed their reassessment they would be assigned a relearning activity and their spacing schedule would restart. We now have over 200 ASSISTments Certified Skill Builders and they are aligned to the new Common Core State Standards making them easy to find and very attractive to teachers. In a recent study we showed ARRS was effective at promoting retention (Heffernan et al. 2012a, b) . In this study we compared Skill Builder practice by itself versus Skill Builder practice with ARRS, which gave extended reassessment and practice. In summary, skill builders combined and ARRS seems to provide a good bang for the buck. We will discuss in 4.1.2 how we can embed experiments into those Skill Builders.
Other Platform Features: 2008 -Present ARRS and Skill Builders are an example of the type of adaptive features we built within the basic structure of ASSISTments. We have built other features and continue to so as needs present themselves.
Parent Notification While our focus has been on giving feedback to students and teachers, parents are an important part of the equation. We built the Parent Notification System that allows teachers to share the student data with parents. Broderick et al. (2012) reports on a randomized controlled trial where we randomly assigned students into conditions of "No parent access" or "Yes: parent access". In the "No access" condition the class proceeded as usual and teachers communicated with parents in their usual fashion, while in the experimental condition of "yes access" parents had accounts in ASSISTments which emailed them when their students failed to complete their work, and provided details on how they were doing. There was a reliable increase in parents' feeling of connectedness to what was happening in math class (via self reports) and an increased in homework completion rates. Open-Response Questions We pride ourselves in freeing up teachers time by grading a variety of question types. From the beginning, ASSISTments has had item types such as multiple choice, choose all that apply, and rank, as well as an open box where students can write any number or its equivalent; for example, 2x +1 and 1+2x are both marked correct even if the author just gives the first one. But teachers asked us to add a field where students can just write an explanation. Once teachers grade these items they can send comments to their students and the grade will average in with other automatically graded problems. We then added an automated peer review system (Heffernan et al. 2012a, b) to help teachers and students review these open-ended responses.
Differential Instruction
We have a feature that allows teacher to assign a new problem set depending on the grade on an original problem or problem set. Teachers see the average correct for the problem, say 67 % of the students go the problem correct. They can then assign one problem set to the 67 % of the students who got it right and another problem set to the 33 % who got it wrong.
EdRank A different feature we created is EdRank, a project named by Joe Beck, where we run randomized controlled experiments comparing the value of different web pages to teach different topics. For each skill we track, we searched the web to find various pages that purport to teach this topic. We measure student learning by treating the next question, tagged with the same skill, as a posttest item. Some very initial findings are reporting in Gong et al. (2012) , but this project is just getting underway.
PLACEments Most recently we rolled out PLACEments (Whorton 2013) , which like ARRS is connected to our Skill Builder content. PLACEments is a computer adaptive test that uses a prerequisite hierarchy of skills to decide what questions to give a student. This gives a teacher support on a type of differential instruction and support to students. A teacher initially selects what Common Core Standard to assess. The student is assessed on problems related to this standard, but for each error they make, the system will add, specifically for that student, assessment questions on that skill's prerequisites.
We think these features add value to the platform.
Different uses of ASSISTments have Increased Student Learning
In this section we will talk about some of the peer-reviewed results where ASSISTments has been used to increase learning. Note that we do not suggest that ASSISTments itself leads to better learning, as results depend entirely upon the content used within the platform. ASSISTments is merely a platform with a strict set of functions but that content created in it, and the order in which it is delivered to students, is what determines how much students learn. We will now describe some of the results that have shown student learning can be increased with the use of content within ASSISTments.
We have compared ASSISTments to a business-as-usual condition where students did homework on paper and did not receive feedback until school the next day. In Mendicino, Razzaq and Heffernan (2009) , the control group received a worksheet with problems, but the experimental condition received scaffolding and hints for each problem immediately after they got it wrong. For the control, teachers gave students feedback on homework in class. Posttest results show a reliable effect of condition and a meaningful effect size of 0.6. In follow-up studies we have found similar findings that showed ASSISTments mediated immediate feedback lead to better learning than the business as usual next day feedback (Kelly, et al. 2013b; Singh et al. 2011) .
A second line of evidence that suggests ASSISTments is effective is provided by Koedinger et al. (2010) who analyzed schools in an urban city in New England that used ASSISTments. They compared performance of students attending schools in the same city system that did and did not use ASSISTments. They collected end of year state tests for all students, 2 years in row, so they could compute "growth" between the 2 year's tests. They reported reliable gain scores on state tests. A weakness with that study is that schools were not randomly assigned to treatment, but the results from Koedinger et al. (2010) and Mendicino et al. (2009) led the US Dept. of Education's Institute for Education Sciences to grant an efficacy trial of ASSISTments as a homework tool to SRI Incorporated to see if the platform and the content used in 7th grade math could lead to more learning. It uses school-level randomization, where half of the 48 schools are assigned to the control group and cannot use the system for 2 years. The study is being conducted in Maine, as all 7th and 8th grade students have computers due to a state initiative funded in 2002. Teachers did not have to alter class content because the team at WPI created all of the required "Book Work" questions. A progress report on this work was reported in Feng et al. (2014) , with finally results not due out until 2016.
A third line of evidence that suggests ASSISTments is effective, was found by SRI. In 2012 the Gates Foundation funded 17 projects in the Next Generation Learning Challenges. They hired SRI to do an outside evaluation. ASSISTments was the only project that produced reliable increases of student learning (measured using the NWEA's MAPS standard test used by 5.1 million students) beyond what would be expected, as measured by comparing to a control group (Miller et al. 2013 ).
Finally, a fourth line of evidence suggesting efficacy was reported by Jim Pellegrino and colleagues. In this case, they were reporting on the effect of the Automatic Reassessment and Releaning System, and compared it to a condition that only gave practice at the introduction of the topic. In these studies the number of problems a student did was fixed, but in Skill Builders the student needs to keep going until they reach some initial proficiency on the topic (typically, 3 correct in a row). Dr. Pellegrino has documented that Skill Builders and ARRS increase student learning (Soffer, et al. 2014) . Now that we have described how ASSISTments has been used to show improved learning, we will next describe how researchers have already conducted RCTs within ASSISTments.
Lessons Learned
Our goal has been to build a platform to study what works in education. We never thought of ourselves as building the best content in the world, but we needed to build enough content to get teachers to start to use the system. So the point is that we needed a platform with a community of teachers. But to get teachers to use adopt it, we needed to put them in charge. In the next section we will address first the "build a platform" lesson, followed by the "put the teacher in charge" lesson.
Lesson One: Build a Platform
There are many reasons to build a platform to support this work, but the most important reason is that unless we have a flexible easy to use platform it is hard to use it for science. Our advisory board member James Pellegrino, Professor at the University of Illinois Chicago and member of the National Academy of Education, had this to say about ASSISTments:
"The combination of WPI's ASSISTments and the collaborative relationships with numerous schools and teachers provides an incredible testbed for designing and evaluating…instructional materials. There is no place else in the country where such a capability exists." Even though we have been building ASSISTments since 2003 to perform randomized controlled trials, when he used this "testbed" metaphor, it helped us realize that our goal should be to help others use this platform to conduct good research using randomized controlled designs. In a recent article in Science, Koedinger et al. (2013) estimated that the science of instruction is faced with over 300 trillion options regarding how to design instruction. How are we as a scientific community going to explore this overwhelming set of options? We think our community of scientists, teachers, parents, and students, needs platforms that make it more efficient to test more of these options. ASSISTments could be one of these platforms.
There are two main ways RCTs are run in ASSISTments. The first is from the back end manipulating the features. This type is done in-house at WPI since it involves adding and manipulating feature in ASSISTments, adjusting the code of the ASSISTments system. The second type of RCTs is done by the users of the system, using the authoring tool (and its extension that allows for randomization called a "choose" conditions). They build an RCT into a problem set (see Figs. 4 and 5 showing the editors). Anyone can use this second type; they just need an account in ASSISTments, an idea, and us to expose their content to our subject pool.
Experiments Controlled from the Back End
An example of the first type of RCT, which we control from the back end, is within the ARRS system. Xiong and Beck (2014) , both at WPI, reported on an experiment where they compared different spacing regimes. In such studies, students usually do not know they are getting something different from their classmates; they are simply assigned a reassessment test and do it. Some students see the test after 2 days while others wait 7 days.
Experiments Controlled by End Users
As an example of the second type of RCT that anyone can create using the ASSISTments authoring tools, Shrestha et al. (2009) did a study that compared worked examples with standard ASSISTments scaffolding (i.e., using scaffolding questions). Shrestha et al. were WPI undergrads; they used the tool to create 19 randomized controlled trials where students were randomly assigned to get one of two types of Fig. 4 ASSISTments authoring tool with which a researcher can create a problem set with embedded RCT. In this case the problem set is of type "Linear Order" (see orange oval) where students will do three sections in a row (see purple oval): first they will do a section called "Pre Test," followed by one called "Experiment," and then finally a section called "Post Test" (the names for sections are created by the experimenter and have no meaning except to help the experimenter to remember his design). The experimental section is of type "ChooseCondition," which means it will randomly pick one of the objects contained within it. The conditions in the section labeled as "Experiment" are called "Scaffold Questions" and "Worked Examples" (see the green oval) Fig. 5 ASSISTments problem set editor for the section called "Scaffold Questions," which is a problem set for one of the conditions in our example experiment. Since this section is of type "Linear Order," students will see the three ASSISTments PRA6PS, PRA5Q3 and PRA6QU consecutively. The ASSISTments in the "Worked Example" condition had the same questions but their feedback was of the "worked example" type feedback for the assignment: a worked example or scaffolding questions. One of those problem sets is shown in the problem set editor in Fig. 4 . Note the "ChooseCondition" shown in Fig. 4 that allows a researcher to add the randomization needed for a RCT (Fig. 5 shows the "scaffolding questions" condition).
Once the studies are created, we reach out to the teachers asking for volunteers to run these problem sets. We also make the problem sets that we call our ASSISTments Certified Problem Sets. We originally organized the content by the Massachusetts States Frameworks, but we now label them with the Common Core State Standards which helps the growing number of teachers from outside of Massachusetts who use the system. We were not present in classrooms for the running of these studies. By 2009, 186 students had used the problem sets built for the study, which was enough data to find reliable differences between the conditions. While many recent papers have reported reliable gains in learning by the use of worked example, interestingly, we found a reliable decrease in student learning. In the paper we speculate that this finding might be explained by the fact that we used worked examples as a feedback mechanism while others replaced problem solving episodes with worked examples: worked examples just might not make a useful form of feedback. Since then, over 1,000 students have used these problem sets and seen either the worked example or the scaffolding questions.
We would like to provide a second example that explains how our ecosystem allows us to run this type of experiment in a short amount of time. In 2013, I suggested to a first-year graduate student that she conceive a study, design the materials, get students to use the material, analyze the results, and write a paper. She decided to do a study comparing text versus video hints. She took three standard Pythagorean Theorem items already in use in ASSISTments with text hints and videoed herself reading the hints in front of a white board. As part of nurturing our ecosystem, many of our students visit a school once a week to see the system in action and stay connected to the teachers and schools. While in the schools, she had students solve her problems, being randomly exposed to video or text hints. We also asked teachers not in the area to use the problem set. The study had some promising findings, though preliminary, and was worthy of submission (later published as Ostrow and Heffernan 2014a, b) . The point of mentioning this study is that the ecosystem, which includes the platform, allowed us to rapidly conduct such a study. But can we do this with other scientists who don't work for WPI?
We have just completed our first such trial. Dr Bethany Rittle Johnson suggested her graduate student, Ms Fyfe, do a study in ASSISTments. She had a phone conversation with Ms Heffernan who explained to make an account, and build her study. Ms Heffernan reached out to our community of teachers and found a teacher who was interested in doing the study. After two more phone calls, Ms Heffernan approved the study, and gave the problem set number to the teacher. Later, Ms Heffernan has the data anonymized and sent to Ms Fyfe. She found the results meaningful, and is preparing a publication. She approached us with the request to do another study, and we asked her why she was eager to continue using ASSISTments. She responded that, "There were two areas in which I saved a lot of time: 1. School negotiations -(Getting schools and teachers on board and getting student consent is a very time-consuming, effortful process. Using ASSISTments students was very quick and efficient.) 2. Data collection -(Many projects I run consist of one-on-one tutoring studies that take at least one semester to complete. Getting data from hundreds of students at once via an ASSISTments assignment was very fast!)"
In addition to Ms Fyfe, there are many studies that have been done and many in the pipeline (Heffernan 2014b) . To give a sense of some of the other types of studies we have done, or are currently doing, a complete web site with many examples is posted (Heffernan 2014a ). We list a few of the research questions that have done, or are currently undergoing: 1) Does seeing humor during a problem set help learning? 2) Do motivational videos from your teacher help? 3) Does seeing a video of your teacher help encourage completion of summer work? 4) Do hints work better than worked examples? 5) Is it better to see two examples showing the same strategy together or on two different problems? 6) Can we support students who are really struggling by giving them instruction before we continue the practice? and 7) Is there a difference in video that is just a screenshot with someone's voice compared to a video where you can see the person?
This brings up the question of how we can work with other scientists. In this next section we will discuss the idea that ASSISTments is a shared scientific instrument (like an electron microscope that many researchers share to do their own science).
ASSISTments as a Shared Scientific Instrument While we are certainly not the only website that does randomized controlled trials (hundreds of commercial companies run, what it usually called in industry circles, A/B experiments comparing A to B), we have probably taken this idea of a platform designed for experimentation farther than many in the educational technology space. We know of several university-created noncommercial sites like EdX.org, LonCapa.org, and WebWork.org that allow homework to be done online, but none of them have built in support to allow end-users to create RCTs. We now think of ourselves more as the creators, and maintainers, of an instrument that others can use to do their science. The scientists who use the tool do not have to be the ones who made the tool. The scientists who created those instruments don't have to be the ones designing the experiments that use their tool. Instead they solicit studies from other scientist to run on the instrument. They have committees to decide on the studies to be implemented in the limited time available. Luckily for us, ASSISTments can be used to run many experiments at the same time. This realization, that our value might not be in coming up with the studies, but in helping others get their studies run, has encouraged us to collaborate with other scientists from universities such as Columbia, CMU, Harvard, Notre Dame, SRI, Stanford, Texas A&M, UBC, UC-Berkeley, Univ. of Colorado-CS, Univ. of Illinois-Chicago, UMASS, Univ. of Kansas, and Univ. of Maine. Initially those collaborations where with Heffernan as co-author, but we seem to have moved beyond that now.
In anticipation of a NSF grant recommended for funding, we hosted a webinar July 28th, 2014 and had 58 researchers show up to learn how to construct their own studies, and use our subject pool (HHeffernan et al. 2014) . Since that webinar, three new studies are now "in the process" by "outsiders" .
Our system is set up so that any researcher can use it for their own purposes. Without technology a typical PhD student in mathematics education might spend a year running a study from conception, through materials creation, to pretest and posttest and then finally write up. We can automate some of that process. Once they create their study on the platform, they can run it with teachers they recruit, or more commonly, we run it on subject pool of current ASSISTments users. WPI's IRB has approved the running of such studies, requiring external researchers to seek their own approval, under the de-identified exemption (WPI IRB 2014). Meanwhile, WPI's IRB approves of the running the studies that are comparing normal instructional practices under the "comparing normal instructional practices" exemption category. The researcher manual, and IRB forms are available (Ostrow and Heffernan 2014a, b) .
Lesson Two: Put the Teachers in Charge
How is it that we get the schools to want to participate in these studies? This bring us to the second lesson learned -put teachers in charge. We determined we needed teachers and students to be using our tool regularly. Therefore we put the teachers in charge allowing them to use the tool on a daily basis. We believe however that teachers won't want to use our system unless it's flexible enough to let them use it to support what is going on in class. We also believe that if the teacher is involved with the workings of the tool they will be able to step in and offer the human help that is often needed with instruction.
Putting Teachers in Charge
Everything the student does is assigned by their teacher. In many ways the list of problem sets in ASSISTments is a replacement for the assignment from the textbook or the traditional worksheet with questions on it. This way the teachers do not have to make a drastic change to their curriculum in order to start using the system. But more importantly they can make more sense of the data they get back since they are the ones who selected and assigned the problems. This is in contrast to the idea of an artificial intelligence automatically deciding what problem is best for each student. While this is a neat idea, it takes the teacher out of the loop and makes the computer tutorial less relevant to what is going on in the classroom. For instance, the Cognitive Tutor presents this as a key feature. The idea that different students can proceed on their own pace has great appeal to school leaders and makes sense to parents. What is sometimes not appreciated is how that design decision sometimes has unintended consequences. Continuing with Cognitive Tutor as an example, schools are told that it's easy to use as student can automatically move on to the next topic. (Inside ASSISTments, they cannot do so). If you visit one of these computer labs, you will notice that some students are on Chapter 23 while others are still on Chapter 5, while back in the classroom the students are on Chapter 10. This has the potential to create a disconnect in what is being done on the computer and what is being done in the classroom. We have a different design in mind that requires teacher involvement on a daily basis to make online assignments that keep what the students are doing on ASSISTments in line with what is happening in the classroom. For instance, we don't spend much time thinking about computer lab use cases, but instead think of nightly homework as our use case. If some kids on their skill builder homework have to spend more time to demonstrate they learned the skill of the day, we think this is a good way of making something adaptive while keeping the teacher in charge.
To be clear, we are not saying there is one answer to this. There are downsides to having the teacher in charge. It is hard for them to make 100 different decisions one for each of their students. The most important upsides of the teacher being in charge of sequencing is that the teachers can understand how the system is working, and can better integrate the information with their existing classroom practices.
Putting Teachers in Charge their Own Content
If our content was the only content available then our users would only be teachers who wanted that content. Instead, our builder tool is available to any teacher with an account. We have social studies teachers using the system because they value immediate feedback. Nothing is available to them in ASSISTments certified content; they have to build their questions themselves. Even middle school math teachers who have a treasure trove of content built by the ASSISTments team still want to build their own content.
It is important to note that most of the content built by teachers has only what we call correctness feedback. Teachers find that even without hints they get data, including percent correct and common wrong answers while students get immediate information on whether they are right or wrong on each problem and are given the chance to try again. They are right to think that even this minimal level of assistance is valuable. We have conducted a study (Kelly et al. 2013a ) that shows that even this limited feedback leads to large gains in students' learning. Specifically, we wanted to estimate the effects of immediate feedback on homework compared to business-as-usual where students do not get feedback until the next day. Students were randomly assigned to either a control condition or an experimental condition. Students in the control condition were given homework to replicate the traditional scenario of getting feedback the next day, whereas students in the experimental condition received correctness-only feedback as they did their homework. In Kelly et al. (2013b) , we found a reliable increase in student knowledge when students got immediate feedback on their homework, compared to next-day feedback. The effect size was half a standard deviation. We also showed a benefit in having the teacher review homework using the data.
There is a feature embedded in the item report that allows teachers to immediately write feedback for common wrong answers and some teachers write their own hints. The biggest benefit of the builder is that teachers can create their own content. To determine what percentage of teachers take advantage of this tool, we analyzed the teachers using ASSISTments on a randomly selected school day and found that 76 % of these teachers had, at some point, created their own content and 29 % had created content that day. We have found that many teachers want to create their own content. It might sound obvious, but the key seems to be giving them simple but powerful tools that allow them to do that. This then allows us to implement studies without disrupting the classroom routine.
Putting Teachers in Charge of Students' Data
The reports we have built in conjunction with our teachers are a key way of keeping them in charge and getting them to see the value of adopting ASSISTments. Skill builders have their own report that allows teachers to know if a student mastered the skill, how many problems it took, and how much time. For normal problem sets, teachers can see the percent correct for each student and each item. We think (and our experience working with teachers verifies) that since the teacher was the one who assigned the problems the report makes perfect sense to them. They find the discussions over the most difficult problems and common wrong answers so compelling they keep using ASSISTments to assign their work.
In the study on feedback and homework, Kelly analyzed the way that she, as a teacher, used the data from ASSISTments to go over the homework. The study reported that students learned a great deal from teachers reviewing homework with the data from the reports, Fig. 6 and 7 (Kelly et al. 2013b) . For example, the teacher used the report in Fig. 7 to see that on the 4th question, only 27 % of her students answered the question correctly and 56 % of students provided the wrong answer of 1/9^10. This suggested that the students have a similar misconception which she can then address. The control and experiment video conditions are available at (http://www.aboutus.assistments.org/ learning-increase-with-homework.php). The Experimental Condition video reveals that the teacher could use that information to prompt a meaningful discussion. The growth from posttest 1 (immediately following the homework, before the in-class review) to posttest 2 (after the in-class review) showed reliable gains in student learning, due to the classroom discussion informed by the ASSISTments report, from 68 % correct to 81 % correct (Kelly et al. 2013a ).
Teachers are Put in Charge of the Adaptively of ASSISTments
When we say teachers should be put in charge, in our opinion this implies that they can be in charge of how the system should differentiate between students. This is best illustrated with our Data Driven Rule feature. Once a teacher has assigned a problem set she can use the Data Driven Rule to respond to the data. She can assign any problem set to all the students who got a problem wrong or to all the students who got a problem Fig. 6 This is the item report from K. Kelly's study (Kelly et al. 2013a&b) right. For example, teachers give extra practice on the skill to students who got the problem wrong (we have individual problem sets for over 140 skills in math).
Another use case is to assign more challenging problems to the students who got the problem right while the teacher then works in small groups with the students who got the problem wrong. These data driven actions are saved by ASSISTments and the teacher can use them the next time the assignment is used (see Fig. 7 ).
This illustrates how teachers are kept in charge -they choose how the adaptation should work -but the computer delivers the assignment to the students. This is especially useful when a teacher has just a few students in need of additional help or challenge. We could have made the data driven rules function work automatically, but that would have violated our philosophy of putting the teacher in charge. We think they might not have paid as much attention to students work if that were the case. If the teacher assigned the problems, the teacher is more likely to look at the data.
While we intended teachers to use the report, for the writing of this paper we looked to see how often teachers looked at their reports. During the 2013-2014 school year teachers made a total of 13,442 problem sets, and there was 10,017 item report unique views. Meaning that most of the time (74.5 % of the time) a teacher pulled up the "Item Report" (as shown in Fig. 7 ) that shows details on student work. This number underestimates teacher viewing, as for teachers are emailed information on which students did their work, and what were the hard questions, so they might not feel the need to see common wrong answers or the details of which students got which questions wrong. We are continually working to increase the use of Item Reports. Our goal is to have all teachers not only looking the brief summary in the email, but also viewing and utilizing the complete reports. Fig. 7 The teacher report showing the data driven button that can be used toretain information for the future We think this is important as we believe that while computers can help, there will always be times when the student is so confused he is better off getting the help of a human. We think the ITS field tends to overestimate how effective the computer can be and not value the role of the teachers as much as we think it should be valued.
Summary of Putting Teachers in Charge
We try to put teachers in charge, but we want to acknowledge there are tradeoffs. We acknowledge that our design philosophy has advantages and disadvantages. On the positive side, we think we have increased teachers' adoption because of the fact that ASSISTments is flexible and teachers can do what they want with it. On the downside, due to the flexibility there is more to learn for a teacher, and more work on a daily basis in "tending" to the computer to make assignments or writing content. Additionally, the cost in terms of extra professional development is probably quite substantial. While there is no data we can point to, it seems reasonable to assume that ASSISTments requires more time for the teacher to learn. Ken Koedinger (Koedinger who helped create both Cognitive Tutor and ASSISTments) described cognitive tutor as "a more complete turn-key solution" while ASSISTments is "more flexible". That flexibly requires/allows (depending upon your interpretation) more customization (Koedinger and Martineua 2010) .
This may be why only a tiny fraction of the 500 teachers who created accounts after the New York Times (Paul, 2012 ) did a story on ASSISTments turned into consistent users. We aren't sure what to compare this to but it's certainly the case that we want to lower the learning curve for teachers. Cristina (who is in charge of teacher training) has noticed that only a few teachers begin to use ASSISTments because they see the big picture of using data to inform their instruction; most just see it as a tool ease the burden of grading. She has found however that once a teacher gets past the learning curve for the system they start to think formatively about their data, they bring the data to department meetings and use it for curriculum development. This side benefit of improving teaching as well as learning is exciting. Even if an experienced ASSISTments user has to stop using the tool, we hope they will be a better teacher because they now think of data as a tool for teaching.
While we have argued that the success of ASSISTments is, in part, due to the "teacher in charge" design philosophy, we do feel there is a lot more that can be done to improve the system and make it easier for teachers to use and share. We have even toyed with the idea of building a much more prescriptive version of ASSISTments that would tell teachers exactly what to do each day, but we have resisted such temptations. I am sure some districts will use the platform and their professional development time to train teachers in a more prescriptive way of teaching, while using ASSISTments, and that is fine with us. I guess we think of ASSISTments more as a technology platform/ service and less as a complete product with a set ways for teachers to implement it.
Our goal is to figure out how to use computers, and all they have to offer, to maximize learning. We believe the best way to do this is to combine the best of what teachers do well and the best of what computers do well. Computers are best at patience, bookkeeping and being there for every student at the moment they need feedback. Does this mean that we should replace teachers with computers? Absolutely not. Every computer system will fail in certain ways and no system can solve all the problems all the time. We think, teachers are best for motivating students, and providing conceptual understanding to help students who are confused. Our goal is to help good teachers become better, not to serve as a surrogate math instructor to compensate for bad teachers.
Concluding Thoughts
The ASSISTments "sweet spot" is simple. Teachers can write their own questions and their students get feedback. We can call this a simple quizzing system. We have also added features that teachers can use separate from other features, depending upon their interest. If they want to assign skill builders they can. If they want to use ARRS they can. If they want to use EdRank they can turn that on. The teacher is in charge, not the computer. By building all this we can get studies run that help the learning sciences community.
So where do we think we see our project going?
Our Future Plans -Wikipedia for Questions and Feedback
We would like to step back and reflect upon where we are trying to take ASSISTments.
We currently have about 25,000 vetted questions created by WPI, CMU and our small number of university partners. But over 100,000 questions have been written by teachers. We are hoping to create something like Wikipedia, not for encyclopedia entries, but for educational questions and their feedback. We hope to have every commonly used math textbook supported, so students can get immediate feedback. In Maine we have 30 of the most commonly used 7th grade math textbooks already being used; the students still need their book as we don't violate the textbook publisher copyright. However, when teachers write hints they are not owned by the publisher. We hope that as teachers curate textbooks, they will add hints and feedback for common misconceptions. We are working on a design to help crowd-source those hint and feedback messages from students, so they can help each other, but in ways that constrain them so that the teacher can see who could get it correct without assistance. Speaking of sharing content, our most successful teacher, is at the prestigious Boston Latin High School, Eric Simoneau, who won his own NSF grant to build online materials to support AP Statistics, using ASSISTments. He has written over 500 problems for AP Statistics. (at Stats4STEM.org) He has shared them with 400 other AP statistics teachers, (so each year our server gets slammed the weekend before the AP test and tens of thousands of questions are solved). We want to help teachers like this share their work, for free, with the rest of the world. This is why ASSISTments is currently, and will forever be, free.
When we mention Wikipedia that does not mean we want anyone to edit anything at anytime. We think student vandalizing questions is a potential problem, as well as getting "answer keys," so we created ASSISTments so that no one can change a teacher's questions, except that teacher, but anyone can make a copy of a problem and then assign that to their students. This allows for collaboration between teachers. Of course comparing ourselves to Wikipedia, one of the most useful and successful sites on the planet is a touch of hubris and a vision we are not likely to achieve, but that is our goal.
But in addition to providing a valuable public service, we also want to leverage the ASSISTments platform as a scientific platform. We want hundreds of experiments running inside of ASSISTments so we can learn as much as possible about learning.
We know that the millions of students each night who are not getting feedback on their homework are in need of better, smarter homework. We think the world will look back at what schools are doing now and think of it as "educational malpractice." We know we can do better.
Finally, we encourage others to use our tool to do their own science; we don't want to be authors on your papers. There are too many ideas for us to think we need to do them all!
